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Im auto reply pro

APK Downloader Apps Communication IM Auto Reply 8.9.5 8.9.5 / December 1, 2020 cloud_download Download File APK File (4.0 MB) Description Are You Busy? Unavailable? and you need some app to automatically reply to anyone who contacts you through almost any chat app, if the app is not supported please contact us!.
Important notice: Make sure that you received the notification or not muted the application you choose for automatic reply, if the device does not receive notifications the app will not be able to detect when someone spoke to you, therefore it will not respond automatically!SMS AUTO REPLY: SMS auto reply is now available in the app,
Due to togoogle's permission policy we can not access SMS directly, if SMS does not work with authorization on your device, please install an SMS application that supports the notification response! as textraIM Auto Reply is the solution! IM Auto Reply provides the way to respond to almost any instant messaging application while you're
away, all you need to do is: 1- Specify the apps you want the app to respond to. 2- Add predefined or custom text.3- Press Start! and the App will take care to respond to anyone who contacts you through the specified application. You can do the application response in 3 ways: -Every time: every time someone contacts you the app will
respond to it. (Payattention it cause Spam on groups) -One time: each time acontact talk to you it will respond to him one time. -After a certain time: the app will respond to the user the first time they contact you and after the specified time period. You can delete messages to certain contacts in certain applications or in any application, all
you need to do is: 1- Choose All contact response methods. 2- Go to the exclusion contact tab. 2- Press Add ContactsButto 3- Specify the contacts you want to delete and which application. You can make the app ignore everyone and respond only to certain people all you need to do is: 1- Choose the specific contact response method. 2Go to the contact tab include. 2- Press the Add Contact 3 button- Specify the contacts you want to reply to and in which app. You can make the response of the custom text application depends on the message you receive per contact application: 1- Go to the custom response tab. 2- Add a contact, put your name (Sensitive Case) and
specify the application 3- Click on the text message bubble next to your name. 4- You will be moved to a new page, click the messages to add a new message. 5- Enter the received message and your reply message and add the press (You can use* for any received message) 6- Once you receive a message from the contact by the
specified application, it will respond with the custom text! the app will automatically adapt to real-time settings!. Contact and Support: If you want to include more applications or have any suggestions, bugs or we are alwaysavailable on imautoreply@outlook.com App Information IM Auto Reply App Name IM Auto Reply Package Name
com.applicationexpress.imautoreply Updated December 1, 2020 File Size 4.0M Requires Android Android 4.4W and up Version 8.9.5 Developer Application Express Installs 100,000+ Price Free Category Developer Communication Google Play Link Google Play Link IM Reply Im Version History Select IM Auto Reply Version : Requires
Android: Android 4.4W+ (KitKat, with wearable extensions, API: 20) Sha1 File: e234f3a450b1de0b41cd5be60ea4bab6db003c94 Signature APK: 133ce31931b5b34d5e6 33535cd1e52e84c4a08e69 cloud_download IM Auto Reply 8.9.5 APK (4.0 MB) Publish Date: 2020 /11/24 Requires Android: Android 4.4W+ (KitKat, With wearable
extensions, API: 20) File Sha1: bd7b525a25b6090d3134cfaba1fb4137c1d276a8 APK Signature: 133ce31931b cloud_download IM Auto Reply 8.9.3 APK (4.0 MB) Requires Android: Android 4.4W+ (KitKat, with wearable extensions , API: 20) Tested on: Android 9 (Pie, API: 28) Sha1 File: 1791f4481c05d80e0d28dc9ecdb4b279f566c APK
Signature: 133 ce31931b5b34d5e63535cd1e52e84a08e69 cloud_download IM Auto Reply 8.9.2 APK (4.0 MB) IM Auto Reply 8.9.5 APK Are you busy? Unavailable? and you need some app to automatically reply to anyone who contacts you through almost any chat app, if the app is not supported please contact us!. Important notice:
Make sure that you received the notification or not muted the application you choose for automatic reply, if the device does not receive notifications the app will not be able to detect when someone spoke to you, therefore it will not respond automatically!SMS AUTO REPLY: SMS auto reply is now available in the app, Due to togoogle's
permission policy we can not access SMS directly, if SMS does not work with authorization on your device, please install an SMS application that supports the notification response! as textraIM Auto Reply is the solution! IM Auto Reply provides the way to respond to almost any instant messaging application while you're away, all you need
to do is: 1- Specify the apps you want the app to respond to. 2- Add predefined or custom text.3- Press Start! and the App will take care to respond to anyone who contacts you through the specified application. You can do the application response in 3 ways: -Every time: every time someone contacts you the app will respond to it.
(Payattention it cause Spam on groups) -One time: each time acontact talk to you it will respond to him one time. -After a certain time: the app will respond to the user the first time they contact and after the specified time period. You can delete messages to certain contacts in certain applications or in any application, all you need to do is:
1- Choose All contact response methods. 2- Go to the exclusion contact tab. 2- Press Add ContactSButto 3- Specify Specify contacts you want to delete and about which application. You can make the app ignore everyone and respond only to certain people all you need to do is: 1- Choose the specific contact response method. 2- Go to
the contact tab include. 2- Press the Add Contact 3 button- Specify the contacts you want to reply to and in which app. You can make the response of the custom text application depends on the message you receive per contact application: 1- Go to the custom response tab. 2- Add a contact, put your name (Sensitive Case) and specify
the application 3- Click on the text message bubble next to your name. 4- You will be moved to a new page, click on the message bubble to add a new message. 5- Enter the received message and your reply message and add the press (You can use* for any received message) 6- Once you receive a message from the contact by the
specified application, it will respond with the custom text! the app will automatically adapt to real-time settings!. Contact and Support: If you want to include more apps or have suggestions, bugs or ideas that we are always available in imautoreply@outlook.com Easy Cam 7.6.1 APK - Easy Cam grants you the ability to record video/audio
and take photos without opening any app, justifia by a single click on a small widget.-Easy Cam is able to run in the background, allowing you to run any other application (e.g. Whatsap) while still capturing inbackground image/video/audio, it will work even if you turn off the screen or the phone is locked.-Easy Cam allows you to edit
images or videos directly from the app, by a long snap on the video/photo and choose the option of scanning!-Black screen mode Allows you to take photos or recordaudio/video with a black screen , press the back button to start recording, press it again to stop recording, you can leave the application at any time using the home button.Your privacy is our top priority not to steal or share any data from your phone, your own automatic capture mode. How to use:1-Make sure that all permission is granted through the permissions manager.2-Set the widget to the mode you want (Photo/Video/Audio)3-Set capture mode (switching mode, duration mode, front or return camera,
etc.) 4-Go to the center widget and grab the app widget and place it on the home screen.5-Tap the widget and the app will start taking photos. You can check the videos/audios or photos you took through the gallery within the app or in the gallery if you enable in itsettings.PS: the app was developed by a single developer if you face any
problems (bugs, accidents,etc...) have any ideas please report them, thank you. Auto Reply to FB Messenger - AutoRespond Bot 2.5.4 APK Save your time in busy life using the AutoReply App as a personalassistant. It can automatically send reply to an individual friend, group and customer etc. You also able to create campaign for
support to your customer. Advantages:
Automatic Response to FB Messenger. Support multiple FB Messenger As FB Messenger, FB Messenger Liteetc.
Create custom response patterns like exact match, contain, start with, end with, and more...
Reply messages with tags. Oiple response options like One, All and
Random.
Reply messages late.
Respond to options such as Individual Person, Groups, and both.
Reply specific friend or groups.
ignore specific groups from Friendor.
Answer with specific day and time interval.
repeatreply message between 1 and 99 times.
Create custom tags.
backups and restore
author rules deeply.
Send reply with more than 55 different francefont.
type only once and repeat as many times as you want. 24 amazing and different themes, you can define it however you want. Dialogflow (api.ai) with V2 API.
Create more powerful conversations with your own API. Connect the Auto Response app
to FB Messenger with your system via rest api.
multiple patterns of incoming messages
not match the default option.
backup restore of the Google drive. Time location sharing.
Rule Test Tool. Note: This app is noticed with Facebook. Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc. AutoReply to WA - Auto Reply
Bot 1.8.8 APK Automatically Reply to custom messages received from WhatsApp or WA Businessmessages with this bot. You have a lot of settings to customize an automatic response to your needs. Download now for free! FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES: ★ automatic response to WhatsApp or WA Business ★Individuously
customizable ★ Many automation tools have included ★ Reactto all messages when you are busy ★ Send replies to specific messages ★ welcome message to new chats * ★ live replies submissions (time, name...) ★ Multiple responses in a rule * ★Works with contacts, groups and unknown numbers ★ Ignore specify contacts and
groups ★ automatic scheduler with delay ★ AIcom Dialogflow.com (ex-api.ai) * ★ Work as a Taskerplugin (Taskerplugin is an automation tool) * ★ Backup rules for easy ★ Personal Agent for your business ★ Almost anything is possible with this bot! ★ Much more resources will come! tkstudio@web.de Download NOW for free Create the BEST EXPERIENCEFor your contacts! Tips and tricks: Update the WhatsApp messenger to the latest version if the bot doesn't automatically respond to you. If the beta update no longer works, please contact me. Works with WhatsApp Business. Notification access: This tool does not directly access WhatsApp, it responds to
notifications. * Pro required Since this uses only a native Android API, errors can never be completely discarded. This app is NOT affiliated with WhatsApp.WhatsApp is a registered trademark of WhatsApp Inc. Disclaimer:goo.gl/8qQ7DG Auto Message - automatic sms message and sms reply 1.281 APK ✔ AUTOMATIC MESSAGE AUTO SMS SENDER ✔ AUTOMATIC REPLY CALL -AUTOMATED E-MAIL SENDING ● Introduction: ✔ Message is rescheduling application. You automate the task of doing (automatically send,automatically reply, auto-reply call...) by scheduling the video crop task in the future time specified by the user. ✔ Automatic Message The
easiest way to automate your daily tasks on your Android smartphone or tablet. Through the simple interface, Auto Message offers a simple solution to do automated tasks on your device in just ✔ few taps.✔ Automatic Message helps you automate the activities you've done manually before, and customize them in a way that works for
you. ✔Auto Message save your time and help you do some homework when you are busy or sleeping. ✔ With automatic messaging, you can keep your task in the cloud and share your task to others. ● Features: ✔ auto send SMS -TEXT MESSAGE task: SMS is completely rigid by the user. You compose the SMS text and set the time.
So when sending SMS is triggered later, it is completely with your prior consent. ✔ automatic reply SMS task: SMS AutoReply - automatic reply with text/SMS message for incoming texts when you are busy, away, in a meeting... ✔ CALLtask AUTO ANSWER PHONE: When you missed/rejected a call, with CALLfeature AUTO REPLY, an
automated text message will be answered to send. ✔ AUTO SEND EMAIL task: You can schedule your sending email with this app and they will be automatically sent to a moremultiple receiver. ✔ wifi and volume automatically. ✔the group's alarm task. You can make alarm with complex triggered conditions. You can share with your
family, your teammate, ... AutoResponder to FB Messenger - Auto Reply Bot 1.2.6 APK Will automatically reply to personalized messages received from Facebook Messenger (Lite) with this bot. You have a lot of settings to customize an automatic response to your needs. Download now for free! FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES: ★
Automatic Response to Facebook Messenger (Lite) ★Individuously customizable ★ Many automation tools included ★ Reacts to all messages when you're busy ★Send replies to specific messages ★ ★ welcome message to new chats * ★ Sending live replies (time, name...) ★ Multiple responses in ★ rule * ★ Jobs with contacts and
groups ★ Ignore and specify contacts and groups ★ automatic scheduler with ai delay with Dialogflow.com(formerly api.ai) * ★ Work as a Tasker plugin (Tasker is anautomy tool) * ★ Backup rules Easy recovery ★ Personalagent for your business ★ almost anything is possible with this bot! ★ Much more resources will come!
tkstudio@web.de DownloadNOW - Create the BEST EXPERIENCE for your contacts! Tips and tricks: Upgrade Facebook Messenger to the latest version if the bot doesn't work for you. If the beta update no longer works, please contact me. Notification Access: This tool tool access Facebook Messenger, it responds to notifications.
*Mandatory pro Because this tool uses only a native Android API, errors can never be completely ruled out. This app is NOT affiliated with Facebook. Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc. Legalnotice: goo.gl/8qQ7DG Auto Reply for whats - AutoRespond Bot 5.8.7 APK It can automatically send reply to individual person,
group and customer etc. You can also create campaign for the support of your customers. Advantages:
Automatic Response for what.
automatic access of responses from the site.
Create your own Auto Reply
It's easy to use and simple user interface than any other app in the world. No more technical skills are needed
to build your own bot. Sarporte various whats applications like WA Official, WA Business etc. Create custom response message patterns such as exact match, contain, start with, end with, and more...
Reply messages with tags. It is also support for sending various response options such as One, Alland Random.
Reply
messages late.
Respond to options such as Person, Groups, and both.
Reply to specific contacts or groups.
Ignore specific contacts or groups.
SpecificallySchedule and time to turn on and off automatically to send automatic reply to your incoming messages. This feature is useful when you are busy or working out.
repeat response message between 1 to 99 times.
Createcustom tags.
Save whats image and video status.
Start chatting with anyone without saving contact.
a break-to-contact rule.
Back up your automatic rules to your phone or share it, you can restore rules whenever you want.
send reply with more than 55+
different fancyfont.
type only once and repeat as many times as you want. 24 amazing and different themes, you can define it however you want. Dialogflow (api.ai) with V2 API.
Create more powerful conversations with your own API. Connect the Auto Response app with your system via rest api.
multiple receive
message patterns.
don't match the pareto option. test tool rules of .
real-time location sharing. Note: This app is not affiliated with WhatsApp. WhatsApp is a registered trademark of WhatsApp Inc. Wasavi: Auto Reply, Message Calendar, Tasks, Notes 2.1.463 APK Schedule messages and automatic reply to WhatsApp,
WhatsAppbusiness,Viber, Signal and FB Messenger. Automatically send messages with images, connect your chats to your Google Sheets or cloud, monitor chat groups for topics, and follow specific friends, rotate messages, notes, and reminders all inside your favorite socialmessenger app. ★ Auto Reply to Auto ★ Reply Auto save
messages like tasks or notes with bots ★Ducks and images ★ automatic unlock device with swipe or PINCode ★New chat menus - Double-click on any message to show new options★Foe chats for keywords, topics, links, emails, etc. ★. ★. for Google sheets ★ Send your WhatsApp messages to the external server with which Wasavi
works with: WhatsApp, WhatsAppBusiness,Viber, Signal Private Messenger Permissions needed: -Draw on top of other applications - To show floating menus in messengers.-Accessibility service - Used for automation. Disclaimer This appisNOT affiliated with WhatsApp. WhatsApp is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc. WhatsBot AutoResponder Robot Chatbot Free 8.8 APK FREE TEST FOR 07 DAYS OF ALL FUNCTIONS Reply to messages received from WhatsApp instantly and standardized with chat bot (robot chat and auto negotiation). Ideal for SALES and MARKETING, this powerful self-response tool on WhatsApp connects to Google's artificial

intelligence Dialogflow.com. Install now, and let your iapp sell until you are asleep! Super Auto, autoresponder, self-!!! With WhatsBot ChatBot you can: ★ Create your own Chatbot (Talk) on WhatsApp; Create your own autorponder conferencing bot; ★ It's easy and ★ with no limit on questions and answers received on WhatsApp; ★
Send unlimited messages; ★ customize with a huge variety of settings; ★ Work on Messages and Deprivate Groups separately. ★ connection to arbot.coand Dialogflow.com, Google's Artificial Intelligence. ** ★ ideal for working with digital marketing, sales, etc... ★ Pay only once a year; ★ support for various Whats applications such as
WA Official, WA Business etc; ★ Reply to specific contacts or groups; ★ Ignore specific contacts or groups; ★ Set specific day and time to automatically turn robot on and off; ★ and many more... This app is NOT fake. Try!
Our App is showing instability on the LG S Series, LG K8, K9 and K10, LEAGOO M8 and Moto G+ devices.
We're working on fixing this as soon as possible. Thank you for understanding your understanding. Chat with us by clicking on whatsbot.whatz.me (you will be attended by our Robot inPortuguese) Check out our YouTube channel and see how simple it is to install yourself: This appis is NOT related to WhatsApp. WhatsApp is a
registered trademark of WhatsApp Inc. Business SMS Marketing Auto Reply / Text Messaging 8.0.5 APK SMS Marketing Autoresponder - an application for small business marketing /advertising /promotion, which automatically responds to the product/service prompts replying to keywords within texts (SMS). GETTING: Many repetitive
customer questions through text messages, leadsInquiries when you are busy within working hours, after working hours, weekends and holidays. Targeted message triggered at the right time – instantly when the user needs these increase sales and revenue! Saves your time from manually sending the same information over and over
again. Companies facing higher volumes of support and service adopt keyword-based Auto Reply Bot to help control customer relationships. We're bringing bringing Updated Sales and Marketing Automation - one of the most immediate digital marketing channels that support your sales process, with a 100% read rate instantly. Access
some small business marketing platforms at the same time and connect with your customers through: SMSMarketing, WhatsApp Business Marketing, Facebook Marketing (Facebook business page), Telegram, Instagram, LinkedIn, Viber, Skype and more. Keyword-based automatic replies to one or all above channels. The best way to
market/promote/advertise your business! Create an automated marketing campaign that uses automation machines. Business Text Marketing Autoresponder – will not only handle queries for your products, services and FAQ, but will also help you spread your unlimited keywords and automatic replies, NOneed to buy short code, NO
setup fee, NOT by message payment. Integrate with your marketing strategy, automatic responses to SMS, Facebook, WhatsApp, WhatsApp Business, Facebook Marketplace,Facebook Pages, Google Hangouts, Telegram, Instagram, LinkedIn,Viber, Skype and Google Voice Marketing strategies for SmallBusiness, include Digital
Marketing, Mailchimp Email Marketing.Brand and B2B marketing techniques! The text marketing app is a complete test - 2 keywords for 7 days Mobile Marketing Services:Save time, improve customer service and productivity! How to market your business with keyword-based marketing text 1. KEYWORD setpair and business promotion
or business advertising TEXTMESSAGE 2. Promote keywords (through your website, mailing list, social media, etc.) 3. SMS Marketing Autoresponder will automatically respond to customers with predefined information. SmsMarketing Bulk System - Save time for small business SMS MarketingBusiness App Our marketing automation
app helps you implement Mobile marketing strategies within small business marketing management. Help keep in touch with your Customers, Suppliers, Employees, Resellers, and Distributors. Used as Real Estate Marketing Application, Automatic Response to Leads/Auto Accept Leads Use it for your business text messaging
campaigns, WhatsApp business campaigns or even in conjunction with mailchimp's email marketing or any other type of Digital Marketing Daily Specials, offers, discounts, product information via text message, automate response to real estate marketing requests, download URL, put your businessinfo in the customer's pocket, Directions
– customers sending messages to get directions, car dealership sales representatives or vehicle distribution – 24/7 promotion responses to requests TextMarketing Car Information Examples: -SMS marketing strategies and promotion best practices: Property iD text for real estate agent information; Sms Academy for a list of fitness
classes; Yoga text messages to get aschedule Top Features of SMS Business App Unlimited pairs of keywords/business advertising messages Several autoresponders operate simultaneously Export phone numbers as a CSV CSV Export ExportMarketing Statistics from ExportSMS Import automatic responses from Excel File Sales and
Marketing Tool for Small Business WhatsApp Messenger APK WhatsApp from Facebook WhatsApp Messenger is a FREE messaging app available for Android and other smartphones. WhatsApp uses your phone's Internet connection (4G/3G/2G/EDGE or Wi-Fi, as available) to allow you to send messages and call friends and family.
Switch from SMS to WhatsApp to send and receive messages, calls, photos, videos, documents and Voice Messages. WHY USE WHATSAPP: • NO FEES:WhatsApp uses your phone's Internet connection (4G/3G/2G/EDGE or Wi-Fi, as available) to allow you to send messages and call friends and family, so you don't have to pay for
every message or call.* There are no subscription fees to use WhatsApp. • MULTIMEDIA: Send photos, videos, documents and Voice Messages. • FREE CALLS: Call your friends and family for free with WhatsApp Calling, even if they're in another country.* WhatsApp calls use your phone's Internet connection instead of your mobile
plan's voice minutes. (Note: Data charges may apply. Contact your provider for details. Also, you can't access 911 and other emergency service numbers through WhatsApp). • GROUP CHAT: Enjoy group chats with your contacts so you can easily keep in touch with your friends or family. • WHATSAPP WEB: You can also send and
receive WhatsApp messages only from your computer's browser. • NO INTERNATIONAL FEES: There is no extra charge for sending WhatsApp messages internationally. Chat with your friends around the world and avoid international SMS charges.* • SAY NO TO USERNAMES AND PINS: Why do you have to remember another
username or PIN? WhatsApp works with your phone number, as well as SMS, and integrates without power with your phone's existing address book. • ALWAYS LOGGEDIN: With WhatsApp, you are always logged in so as not to miss the reviews. No more confusion about whether you are logged in dared. • CONNECT QUICKLY WITH
YOUR CONTACTS: Your address book is used to connect you quickly and easily with your contacts who have WhatsApp so there's no need to add hard-to-remember usernames.• OFFLINE MESSAGES: Even if you lose your notifications or turn off your phone, WhatsApp will save your recent messages until the next time you use the
app. • AND MORE: Share your location, swap contacts, set custom wallpapers and notification sounds, transmit messages to multiple contacts at the same time and more! data charges apply. Contact your provider for details.---------------------------------------------------------'re excited to hear from you! If you have any comments, questions or
concerns, send an email to at:android-support@whatsapp.com or follow us on twitter: @WhatsApp--------------------------------------------------------- Opera Mini - Fast Browser APK The Opera Mini browser for Android allows you to do everything want online without wasting your data plan. It's a fast and secure mobile browser that saves tons of
data, and allows you to easily download from social media and websites. New features• Opera Cricket - the fastest way to stay up to date oncricketNow Opera Mini offers all cricket*. Get live stats scores delivered to you quickly using our compression technology. Nevermiss a match again with start notifications. It's easier to follow your
favorite teams and cricketers.*Only in India.• Automatically scan websites for movie and music downloads - In extreme mode, easily download video and audio files without having to search the site. When Opera Mini is in extreme mode, it will scan the site and tell you which files are available for download depending on the site you're on.•
Facebook notification bar - Never miss a hit with our Facebook notification bar. The new bar is added to your notification drawer and it will keep you updated on the latest news and activities from your profile. Why choose Opera Mini?• Track your data - Check your savings in the theses menu and see how much data Opera Mini saves
you.• Block ads - Opera Mini has a built-in ad blocker, so you can surf the web without annoying ads.• Video download - A browser that supports video download. Don't you have time to watch videos? No problem. Tap the new download button and watch them when you're ready. (Does not work on YouTube videos,however – sorry!) •
Multitasking - Keep many pages open at once.• Browse privately - We all have pages we don't want to remember visiting. If you don't want something saved in your story, you can browse anonymously with private tabs.• Smarter downloads - Download files in the background and neglect by downloading larger files until you're back on WiFi. OperaMini will notify you as soon as your downloads are complete. Just notification to open your download - no more folder digs. Other great things• Save your favorite sites: Tap the + button in the search bar to save a page to your Speed Dial, add it to your mobile brands, or read it offline.• Get the latest news: The homepage keeps
everything in one place. Choose the categories you're interested in and Opera Mini will serve you the top stories and freshest content from across the web.• Sync your devices: Give yourself access to all bookmarks, speed dial shortcuts, and open tabs from your other devices.• Night mode: Turn down the screen to save your eyes.• Do
your search : Assign your favorite default search engine. Download the Opera Mini browser and try a faster ways to undo the web on your mobile device. To learn more about the specific permissions Opera Mini uses, visit the following page: Mini may display Facebook ads. To learn more, more, questions or need help? Visit latest news
about Opera:Twitter – – User Terms:By downloading and/or using this product, you acknowledge and agree to the end user license agreement at and privacy statement at . Messenger APK Instantly reach the people in your life — for free. Messenger is like text messages, but you don't have to pay for a message forever (works with your
data plan). Not just for Facebook friends: Messages from people in your phone book and just enter a phone number to add a new contact. Group chats: Create groups for the people you send most messages to. Name them, set group photos, and keep them all in one place. Photos and videos: Take videos and take selfies or other photos
from the app and send them with a tap. Chat Heads: Keep the conversation running while you use other apps. Free calls: Talk as long as you want, even with people from other countries. (Calls are free via Wi-Fi. Otherwise, the default data rates apply.) Even more ways to send messages: Bring your conversations to life with stickers.
View your photos and videos from the gallery without leaving the conversation and choose the perfect ones to send. Record voice messages when you have more to say. Extra features:Learn when people have seen your messages. Send messages or photos to people who weren't at the conference. Look for people and groups to quickly
get back to them. Turn on the place to let people know when you're around. See who's available in Messenger and who's active on Facebook.Create shortcuts to get to any conversation just from your home screen. Turn off notifications when working, sleeping, or just needing a break-in. Stay logged in so you never miss a message. Zalo
APK Zalo is the new market-leading messaging app with amazing features.* Rich feature set:=&gt; Message your friend in a snap. Get notifications the moment they respond back.=&gt; Express your emotion with fun and cheerful emoticons estickers.=&gt; Send voice messages with fantastic quality and no outnoises=&gt; Find and meet
close friends=&gt; Send group messages easily effortless=&gt; Integration with social networks like Facebook and Google+=&gt; High level of privacyDownload Zalo and chat with your friends! Support information:- Hotline: 1900 561 558- Email: feedback@zaloapp.com- Fan page: www.facebook.com/zaloapp- Site: www.zaloapp.com UC
Browser - Fast Download Private &amp; Secure APK The UC Browser is a free browser with fast download, ad blocking functionality and helps you access music, video, cricket information with smooth experience. The custom cricket feature is available in UC Browser. You can visit many cricket sites to keep your team, and watch the
cricket live stream, and check out the match scores at UC UC Features★ Small Window Mode★ Quick Download★ Smooth User Experience★ Cricket Card Feature★ Data Saving★ Ad Unit★ Video for all tastes★ Facebook Mode★ Night Mode★ Small Window ModeSmall Window Modeallows the video window to be moved beyond the
web page, and hung on the top screen while you wait to chat with friends, shop online, or participate in other non-disruptive video clock activities.★Fast DownloadsOn servers speed up and stabilize downloads. If a disconnection or interrupt occurs, the UC BROWSER can continue to download the breakpoint. Speeding up the download
process, it saves time to download files.★Smooth User ExperienceNo more frozen pages. Enjoy the softest surfing on the Internet. Your search results appear instantly, quick access to socialization, web search and entertainment.★Cricket Card FeatureUC Browser adds special cricket feature for Cricket fans. Live Cricket Game, scores
and related information can be searched.★Data SavingUC Browser compresses data, speeds up navigation and helps you save a lot of basement data traffic. The more you browse, the more data you can save with the functionality of the UC Browser.★Ad BlockAd blockad blocks different forms of ads that affect your browsing
experience. It helps you visit web pages No ads on your android devices, no more pop-up banner ads.★Videos for all yumsOC browser allows you to watch movies and TV shows. The menu categorizes videos into different tastes: humor, clips, girls, anime, trailers or even war movies.★Facebook modeThis unique feature speeds up
Facebook, regardless of your network condition. UC Browser always finds the way to increase your netowrkspeed.★Night ModeSwitch to night mode in the UC BROWSER to read more comfortably at night. About UCWebFacebook: help &amp; feedback, please contact our center (open at UC). Viber Messenger APK Viber Free
Messenger and Phone Calls:Connecting Millions Worldwide! Write a text message, call, chat and leave with anyone, anywhere! Viber is your free messenger, allowing you to send messages or call anyone in the world through your Internet connection*. Send a text message to friends and family with Viber Messenger. Call your loved ones
using Viber's live chat or voice call, all part of Viber's free, high-quality phone calls. Express yourself with and emoji icons, share photos and upload your favorite videos. The free messenger also allows you to make international phone calls for free. Connect with friends and family using instant messaging, voice calls, or live video
chatsWithout a contact in your phone book or simply enter a phone number to add a new contact to the Viber messenger. Send a text message or enjoy other amazing features than Viberoffers besides just free messaging! Share photos and videos, like cool icons and stickers, record audio messages, and even send files. Group chat with
up to 250 people! With viber messenger, it's easy to create and join group chats - with up to 250 people at the same time! Chat with your favorite people, 'like' the voice of any user or text message. Why users around the world are choosing Viber Free Messenger:★Sle-free, long distance calls- Viber Messenger is your free international
calling app! No need for a username or login information, just activate by entering your phone number.★ Voice or video - Make your free phone call now! - Choose between basic voice call or go with our live video chat if you need a face-to-face! If you make a phone call internally or have international calls to make, all phone calls have
hd.★ quality video ★.★ instant video messages - Tap and hold the instant videoicon to capture the moment with 30-second videos, release tosend.★Hidden communications - Viber messenger automatically encrypts text messages, Video and voice calls, photos, videos and group chats.★Express yourself with stickers - Bring your text
message to life by sending playful emoji icons and cool stickers.★The personal messenger with damage control - Delete text message or voice message even after it's been sent.★ 'Hidden Chats' feature - Choose to hide specific chats from your message screen and access them later. Install Viber Free Messenger now - Start connecting!
Facebook - - *) Wi-Fi or data plan - network data rates may apply. Viber is part of the Rakuten Group, the world leader in e-commerce and financial services. Shadowsocks APK Shadowsocks is a high performance 5 stocking proxy. It will help you surf the internet privately and securely.*NOTE: You may need to merge and reinstall the app
after upgrading to 3.x or above.*FEATURES1. Bleeding edge techniques with Asynchronous I/O and Event-Oriented Programming.2. Low feature comsumption, suitable for low cost boxes and built-in devices.3. Evaluable on multiple platforms, including PC, MAC, Mobile (Android and iOS) and Routers (OpenWRT).4. Open source
implementations in python, node.js, golang, C#, and C.Visit our project website for more details: . To set up your own server, see: . To view the source codes or build your own apk, (C) 2016 by Max LvCopyright (C) 2016 by Mygod StudioThis is free software: you can redistribute and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
License, published by the Free Software Foundation, or or 3, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or APTITUDE FOR A SPECIFIC PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more
details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see open source licenses can be found here: Google Chrome: Fast &amp; Secure APK Google Chrome is a fast, easy-to-use and secure web browser. Designed for Android, Chrome brings custom news articles, quick links to
your favorite websites, downloads and Google Search and Google Translate integrated. Download now to enjoy the same Chrome web browser experience you love on all your devices. Browse fast and type less. Choose from custom search results that appear instantly as you quickly type and browse previously visited web pages. Fill out
the forms quickly withAutofill.Anonymous browsing. Use Incognito mode to surf the internet without saving your history. Browse privately through our devices. Sync Chrome between devices. When you sign in to Chrome, your tags, passwords, and settings will automatically sync across all your devices. You can seamlessly access all your
information from your phone, tablet or laptop. All your favorite content, a tap away. Chrome is not only a bit for Google Search, but designed so you're just a tap of all your favorite content. You can tap your favorite news sites or social media directly from the new tab page. Chrome also has the Touch to Search feature on any web page.
You can tap any word or phrase to start a Google search while you're still on the page you're having fun with. Protect your phone with Google Safe Browsing. Chrome has Google Safe Browsing built in. It keeps your phone safe by showing warnings to you when you try to navigate to dangerous websites or take down dangerous files.
Quick downloads and viewing web pages and offline videos Chrome has a dedicated download button, so you can easily download videos, photos, and entire web pages with just one tap. Chrome also has home downloads within Chrome, where you can access all the content you've downloaded, even when you're offline. Google voice
search. Chrome gives you a real browser with what you can talk about. Use your voice to find answers on the go without offering and hands-free. You can navigate and navigate faster using your voice anywhere, anytime. Built-in Google Translate: Quickly translate entire web pages. Chrome has Google Translate built in to help you
translate the entire web into your own language with one touch. Save mobile data. Take Chrome Data Saver to browse and disable the web while using less data. Saving up to 60% of data as Chrome compresses text, text, videos and websites without the slightest quality. Smart custom recommendations. Chrome creates an experience
that's tailored to your interests. On the new tab page, you'll find articles selected by Chrome based on your previous eyebrow history. Story.
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